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Introduction
by

William J. Higginson

I. The Poet

At the peak of a long and distinguished career. Dr. Akito 
Arima served education as president of the University of 
Tokyo (1989-1993), science as president of Japan's Institute of 
Physical and Chemical Research (1993-1998), and his nation 
as Minister of Education, Science, Sports, and Culture (1998- 
2000). During this time, he was the architect of a plan to 
reform the system of tenure in Japanese universities—an 
imperative if Japan's higher education institutions are to keep 
pace with their counterparts worldwide. Meanwhile, scien
tists at Los Alamos National Laboratory here in New Mexico 
held a symposium and published a collection of scholarly 
essays in honor of Dr. Arima's contributions to our under
standing of atomic structure.

A member of the House of Councillors, Japan's equivalent to 
the U. S. Senate, Dr. Arima continues to serve both science 
and Japan's rising international consciousness by bringing the 
knowledge gained in his years of scientific and poetic work to 
bear on the problems of the new century. He understands the 
necessity for international unity in the face of dwindling 
natural resources and increased environmental destruction, 
growing human population and energy demands, the need 
for global sustainability, and the continuing threat of nuclear 
weapons. He stands at the forefront of those attempting to 
build an international consensus aimed at securing the future 
of humanity and the very life of the planet.

While Dr. Arima was pursuing his dual career as a world- 
class nuclear physicist and internationally recognized educa-
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tional administrator, he also became an outstanding leader 
among Japan's haiku poets and a great supporter of haiku 
worldwide. His haiku mentor was Seison Yamaguchi (1892- 
1988), one of the important disciples of Kyoshi Takahama 
who helped carry the tradition of haiku into the modern 
world. Seison's dual life as professor of engineering and 
haiku master may have provided a role model for the 
younger poet-scientist.

Dr. Arima joined Seison's group at the age of 20, and has 
steadily grown in stature in the genre, publishing a number of 
haiku collections. Since he traveled extensively (one year he 
was said to have made 90 trips outside of Japan!), he became 
well known for his overseas haiku, which are highly re
garded. His haiku collection Ten'i ("Providence") received the 
Haiku Poets Association Prize for 1987. In 1990 he started a 
group under the same name, Ten'i, which in less than a 
decade became one of Japan's most prominent haiku clubs.

In 1995, Dr. Arima was instrumental in sending a delegation 
of contemporary Japanese haiku poets led by master Yatsuka 
Ishihara to the first joint conference of Japan's Haiku Interna
tional Association and the Haiku Society of America, held in 
Chicago. He played a leading role in organizing the second 
conference in Tokyo in 1997. One outgrowth of these confer
ences has been the collaboration between translators Lee 
Gurga and Emiko Miyashita that resulted in the publication 
last year of the collection Love Haiku: Masajo Suzuki s Lifetime 
of Love; that collaboration continues in this book.

Dr. Arima continues as the honorary president of the Haiku 
International Association, and, in that office, he delivered the 
keynote address at the 1999 Shimanami International Haiku 
Convention. In his talk. Dr. Arima set the internationalization 
of haiku squarely in the context of the long history of interna
tional sharing that led to the development of mathematical 
and scientific thinking in ancient Greece and China, based on
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the discovery of zero in ancient India. He drew parallels in 
the worldwide development of poetry, as evidenced in 
European literature's influence on traditional Japanese 
literature and that literature's simultaneous influence on 
European poetry in the 20,h century. He also noted the deep 
connection between nature and poetry in both the East Asian 
and Euro-American traditions. He concluded his remarks by 
saying that haiku "will be an effective way to have mutual 
understanding in the world."

Just last autumn, I saw Dr. Arima's management skills in 
action, as he chaired the Masaoka Shiki International Haiku 
Prize selection committee, of which I was also a member. At 
the committee's final meeting, which began as a collection of 
very determined individuals each with an agenda quite 
different from most of the others', I observed Dr. Arima first 
carefully make sure that all voices were heard, then lead the 
group to discover its common ground, and in the end help us 
make selections that all could feel were worthy of the prizes 
to be given. The committee included the leaders of the three 
dominant—and somewhat mutually antagonistic—haiku 
organizations in Japan, a number of high-ranking Japanese 
scholars, poets from the larger poetry community, and some 
foreign poets and scholars. Bringing this group to an agree
ment that actually reflected a consensus was no small task.

On a personal note, some years ago during a private conver
sation with Dr. Arima at an international conference on the 
short poem, I learned that as a teenager he had lost his father 
to malnutrition during the extremely difficult time in Japan 
immediately after World War II. Perhaps the war and this 
loss, as well as the generally anti-war stance of the haiku 
community, helped lead him into the dual career of physicist 
and poet. His deep interest in educational reform also shows 
this kind of forward-looking, humanitarian concern. Dr. 
Arima is at once a great intellect and a deeply human, 
humble, person. He is also a fine poet.
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II. The Poems

Dr. Arima excels in writing haiku that are clear, clean, and 
true. Their simplicity and directness mimic those of Basho. 
The words in Arima-sensei's poems fall trippingly from the 
tongue, and ring with a variety of resonances reflecting many 
environments and moods. Even a novice reader of haiku will 
find riches here, and those who know something of the depth 
of either the tradition of Japanese literature or the tradition of 
European and American literature will also find rich rewards 
for time spent with these poems.

For example, in one of his recent haiku collection we have the 
following, in Miyashita and Gurga's fine translation:

into the ranks 
of the suits of armor 
deep winter

The chill of that winter light resembles the chill in Rilke's 
poem "Knight" ("Ritter"), with its lines "When will the sword 
spring / over the iron-hedge, that foreign, freeing blade?" But 
instead of the chill of a death-wish fantasy, we have here the 
metal itself, the light gleaming on chain mail and breastplates.

On another page we suddenly find ourselves in one of the 
simplest and most endearing domestic situations:

a kitten:
however it is called 
it answers back

Even not knowing its own name, the kitten knows what it 
wants: companionship, physical warmth, perhaps some food. 
Who among us was different in our crib? As the American 
poet Penny Harter says, speaking of a terrorist bomber, we 
are all those "whose hands were once / a baby's."
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In these poems there is history, ancient and modern, as this 
pair shows:

from the day
Genghis Khan galloped off: 
yellow sand still flying

spring cool
in the secondhand booksellers7 quarter: 
memorial day for Karl Marx

The winds of spring often bring the yellow gut of mainland 
deserts into the air over Japan, just as the wild spirit of a 
Tartar horse conquered that Chinese mainland and sent its 
echoes across the Sea of Japan generation after generation. 
And just as that conquering spirit rides the horse, so the 
philosophy of revolution breeds in books, and then retires in 
the dust of secondhand bookstalls, waiting to ignite a later 
generation coming out of its own spiritual winter.

The poems above are all from the last decade or two, but as 
far back as we can go, we find similar simplicity, similar 
depth in Arima-sensei's poems. In Homeland, his first major 
collection, there are images worthy of Melville or Poe:

through the keyhole 
the sea fog quietly 
flows in

human drama a la Steinbeck:

chasing tadpoles ... 
"she's only a stepmother" 
mutters the boy
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a comic prank of modern art:

a spider's thread 
dangles from the sky: 
Dali's mustache

and the commonplace jostling the exotic:

two butterflies
their tangled flight leads
to the pyramid

Some of these poems, of course, depend on a knowledge of 
Japanese culture for full appreciation. For example, over 500 
years after it was built, the seventeenth century poet Basho 
visited the famous Hall of Light (Hikarido) at Chusonji 
Temple in Hiraizumi, in present day Iwate Prefecture.
This was the northernmost point that Basho reached on the 
Pacific side of Honshu during his journey of 1689, and is still 
considered an outlying district. Housing the remains of three 
important leaders of the region, this splendid hall features 
walls lined with gold leaf and pillars decorated with mother- 
of-pearl. By Basho's day, efforts had been made to protect and 
preserve the historic structure, as he tells in his travel diary. 
Narrow Roads of the Interior (Oku no hosomichi). He goes on 
to write this verse:

midsummer rain
has fallen and yet remains—
the Hall of Light

Now, almost 900 years after its construction, Arima-sensei 
visits that same place and writes:

a single thread 
from the Hall of Light: 
snowmelt water
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Through the shifting seasons, this thread connects us today 
with all that remains, all that went before. Ferocious warrior- 
lords, itinerant poet, professor of nuclear physics: all share in 
the continuing rhythms of life and the twists and turns of 
history. This haiku is featured on the front cover shikishi.

Finally, a simple richness of life awaits all who are paying 
attention, and this appreciation of what is permeates the 
mind of a haiku poet wherever, whenever the poet may be:

winter's end— 
the envelope's interior 
is sky blue

It may seem like simultaneity, synchronicity, or just plain 
happenstance, but a pure poet is alive to whatever is going 
on, and to the whole train of events and tradition that has 
brought us to this point. In this case, the simplicity of appear
ances overlies a deep tradition in which the materials and the 
visual style of a written communication are as important as 
its words. Arima-sensei appreciates the beauty of the 
envelope's interior as Murasaki might appreciate the paper 
that carries a message from Prince Genji.

As a leading haiku master, Arima-sensei deeply understands 
his tradition, his language, and his craft. Emiko Miyashita, a 
leading member of Ten'i herself, and Lee Gurga, one of 
America's leading haiku poets and critics, have worked very 
hard to reflect these in this fine collection. I congratulate 
them, and highly recommend this unique opportunity to 
view the heart of a truly great contemporary Japanese haiku 
poet to all readers of English.

William J. Higginson 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 

Risshun (4 February) 2001
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Translators' Introduction
It gives us great pleasure to introduce the poems of Dr. Akito 
Arima, one of Japan's leading haiku masters, to an English- 
speaking audience. He was born in Osaka in 1930. Akito- 
sensei, who is renowned for the international flavor of his 
haiku, has resided in the United States on several occasions 
during his long and illustrious career as a physicist.

He first came to the U.S. in 1959 as a Fulbright scholar to do 
research at the Fermi Lab in Batavia, Illinois. From 1971 to 
1973 he was a professor at the State University of New York at 
Stony Brook, and later was appointed the 24th president of 
Tokyo University. In 1998, while president of The Institute of 
Physical and Chemical Research, Japan's leading center for 
scientific research, he was elected to the upper house of the 
Japanese Diet. He is currently serving in the Japanese cabinet 
as the Minister of Education, Science and Culture and the 
Minister of State for Science and Technology.

His haiku group, "Ten-i" (Providence), was established in 
1990 and now has 1400 members. Emiko has been a member 
of Ten'i for several years, and a dojin (leading member) since 
1999. Lee first met Dr. Arima at a haiku conference in Tokyo 
in April, 1997. At the time. Dr. Arima was president of the 
Haiku International Association and Lee was the president of 
the Haiku Society of America.

One is immediately struck by the openness of Dr. Arima's 
face, his almost childlike curiosity about everything around 
him. But behind that disarming smile is a mind razor-sharp 
and a wit that is the match for the most wily politician. Lee 
felt compelled to learn more about him and his haiku. In his 
talk at the conference, Dr. Arima related an incident that 
occurred to him when he was living in Chicago and working 
at Argonne National Laboratory nearby. Here is what he said.
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"I once bought a saw and tried to cut a piece of wood, but in 
vain. It seemed as if the American saw I had was faulty and I 
would have to take it back, but—when I pushed the saw 
against the wood—it cut! Japanese saws cut when pulled, but 
Western saws cut on the forward stroke. There are many 
similar instances, aren't there? When you enter a house or 
toilet, do you push the door or pull it? In Japan, we pull it 
outwards, but in America or Europe, such doors open in
ward." Such instances of cultural differences have always 
intrigued Dr. Arima, and he has devoted much of his career to 
overcoming the problems they create.

The 170 haiku in Einstein's Century were selected from Dr. 
Arima's five haiku books: Bokoku (1972), Chimei (1982), Ten-i 
(1987), Jijun (1993), and Risshi (1999). Some more recent haiku, 
translated from haiku periodicals, have also been included. 
His wife Hiroko and mother Kazuko ("Dojin") are also well- 
known haiku poets in Japan. The haiku are arranged in 
reverse chronological order, beginning with the most recent, 
published in early 2001. We felt that in this way, you could get 
to know Dr. Arima as you would make a new acquaintance: 
by first experiencing him in the present, and then over time 
gaining a deeper insight into the total person.

These poems, while written in Japanese, the traditional 
language of haiku, have an international flavor that reflects 
the international status of haiku today. There are poems here 
written in Italy, China, Israel, Egypt, Brazil, Norway, and the 
United States as well as Japan. The poems reflect the interna
tionalization of human culture as experienced by one man.
But this one man is many men: scientist, philosopher, poet, 
statesman. His haiku are a reflection of our general human 
condition, communicated to us in the paradoxical haiku way: 
the general through the particular, the whole of contemporary 
human experience through the presentation of a single 
significant image.
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In reading these haiku, one is struck by their painterly touch. 
What a sense of color there is here! A pilgrim's crimson comb, 
the indigo of an eggplant seedling, black, white, grey, and 
blue, blue, blue. Fields of cotton flowering along the Missis
sippi. A mug of beer and a Venetian goblet. Silver spoons and 
Salvador Dali's mustache. We are presented with a husband, 
a father, a scholar, a scientist, exploring the limits of human 
experience. All of these, and yet at the same time we are 
invited to spend an evening in the shoes of one sometimes 
lonely man living another day away from home. A man who 
as a citizen of the world is never sure what might be the 
correct time to set his watch. We are not given assurances, 
except perhaps the assurance that there is the hope of meeting 
other kindred spirits, in whatever guise. The assurance that 
the poetic life is indeed worth living. We are not given an
swers, only finger-posts on the way.

Many of the haiku here contain religious imagery. Not the 
Buddhas and Patriarchs one might expect of a poetic form 
associated so strongly with Zen Buddhism, but Christian 
imagery. Dr. Arima presents these images to us with a fresh
ness that might be impossible for those of us who grew up 
surrounded by these images multiplied over two thousand 
years. He demonstrates that religious topics can be a viable 
element of contemporary poetry without having to assume 
the extreme postures of excessive piety on one hand or irony 
on the other. Come and see the face of the Virgin Mary or the 
long nose of Jesus with a fresh eye and an open heart, 
presented by Dr. Arima with haiku's vision of the human 
world as it truly is: a world of spirit that is nevertheless 
always at one with the world we see and hear around us. Yes, 
the prophesies of doom in the Old Testament are here, but in 
the haiku way mellowed and refreshed with snowmelt from 
Mt. Sinai. We believe you will be amply rewarded for your 
leap of faith.
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We began working on these translations shortly after the 
haiku conference at which Lee Gurga had met Dr. Arima. 
What began as a playful interchange between fellow poets 
evolved into a serious responsibility: to present a book- 
length collection of a very public haiku master. Almost two 
years of work by mail, fax, and email gave us provisional 
translations of 170 poems. But we feared that there might be 
some vital element missing from our work, so we resolved to 
meet face to face to review the manuscript. Since Lee lives in 
rural Illinois and Emiko lives in Kawasaki, a suburb of Tokyo, 
the prospect of such a meeting presented some challenges. 
The meeting finally took place on March 26th and 27th, 1999 
in New York City. While Lee's 15-year-old son A.J. took 
Emiko's husband Susumu and daughter Sai sightseeing, we 
spent two grueling days in the main reading room of the New 
York Public Library. It turned out we did have work to do— 
we revised 91 of the 170 translations, some substantially. 
There had been embarrassing lapses in our communication, 
most often the result of the misunderstanding of a single, 
simple word. A humbling experience.

Our concluding efforts to finalize this collection took place at 
Haiku North America in Evanston, Illinois in July, 1999, 
where we snuck off whenever we could between sessions 
(and often during sessions) to share our feelings about the 
haiku. At the end of the conference, after a Saturday night 
reading, we said our goodbyes to keynote speaker Gerald 
Vizenor, who was leaving early the next morning. Unwilling 
to let the mood of the evening dissolve away completely, 
Vizenor invited us to join him for a chat at his hotel. There we 
found ourselves arranged around three sides of a rectangular 
coffee table, sipping bourbon. Vizenor talked about the 
magical coincidences that had permitted him a recent reunion 
with the beloved teacher from his GI years in Japan. In an 
attempt to explain how little credit Lee felt he deserved for 
the translations, he traced a line along the long edge of the 
table, beginning near Emiko and extending almost to the
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opposite end. Lee said that Emiko's contribution was up to 
here, more than 90%, while only the last little bit was his. 
Emiko changed the metaphor by suggesting that we look at 
the table as if it were a swimming pool. Her part may have 
been larger, but Lee's work was at the deep end. This was the 
feeling that permeated our work over two years and more. 
Personal ownership of words or phrases or interpretations 
was never a factor in the decision whether to keep something 
or change it. Our only goal was to communicate as much of 
the quality of the originals as possible. There was never a 
cross word between us. Never a display of ego. Never an 
attempt to patronize or intimidate. In our experience, the 
most perfect example of haiku's ability to bring harmony and 
understanding across cultural and geographical barriers.

Since then, our translations have been commented on by 
several friends and fellow-poets, most notably William J. 
Higginson. We owe much to their insights. Any remaining 
errors of interpretation or expression are, we regret to say, 
entirely our own. We present these translations with apprecia
tion for the gift that has been given to us.

Emiko Miyashita 
Kawasaki, Japan 
<emikom@rondo.plala.or.jp>

Lee Gurga
Lincoln, Illinois, USA 
<gurga@ccaonline.com>

A NOTE ON SEASONAL WORDS
One of the defining elements of haiku is the presence of a 
seasonal reference that relates one's personal experience to 
the always changing, but ever recurring, cycle of the seasons. 
Some of the seasonal references refer to elements of Japanese 
culture unfamiliar to the Western reader, so we have decided 
to make a note of the seasonal words in some of the haiku, 
especially those in which the seasonal element might be 
different from the temperate zone of North America.
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Author's Preface
I admire and love nature, its sublime diversity and delicacy, 
both as a physicist and a haiku poet. Many friends, not only 
from Japan but from around the world, often ask me how one 
person can be interested in physics and poetry at the same 
time. It is not strange to me at all, because nature has many 
different aspects and appearances, especially scientifically 
and poetically.

Science pursues the structure of nature, which often surprises 
us with her beauty and exquisiteness. After discovering one 
of her secrets, scientists try to understand its meaning, using a 
logical chain of thought. One therefore tends to believe that 
natural science is a logical subject. Poems, on the other hand, 
are thought to be the product of inspiration and emotion. 
Many people believe no logic is necessary to write poems!

In my experience, I am convinced that natural science and 
poetry have many similarities. Both pursuits require us to be 
sensitive and imaginative towards nature in order to get new 
ideas and follow a logical thought process. So it is not so 
peculiar for one person to be involved in both activities.

When I was young I always tried to write haiku as poetically 
as possible. In those days I was not worried whether my 
efforts would be appreciated by the majority of haiku poets, 
but simply hoped a few of my friends would have similar 
thoughts and understand them.

Much modem poetry from Japan, Europe, the U.S., and Asia 
does not have a popular audience because it requires sophisti
cated thought from both the writer and the reader. Yet, at the
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same time, it creates a separation between the two. Haiku, on 
the other hand, is unique, in that everyone can participate, 
both in creating and appreciating.

The majority of Japanese haiku use seasonal words and a 
definite number of syllables. These characteristics make haiku 
accessible without the reader having to be concerned about 
hidden references to history, literature, culture, or other 
sophisticated things. That is to say, haiku is not the exclusive 
domain of intellectuals. No one is excluded from participat
ing in haiku and interest from amateur to professional poets 
is equally welcome.

As a consequence of these unique characteristics, haiku is 
now written and appreciated by more than 30 million Japa
nese. Recently, it has come to be practiced in many other 
countries too.

After recognizing these unique characteristics of haiku, in 
order to share my ideas and feelings with others, I changed 
my style and tried to write haiku that are as clear and simple 
as possible. However, in my heart I am still enamored with 
the poetic flavor!

In the United States, I have lived in Chicago, New Brunswick, 
NJ, and Stony Brook, NY. I have also visited many other 
countries. Each place has its own culture and seasons, and for 
many years it has been my desire to write haiku which reflect 
my impressions of the nature, beauty and unique traditions of 
each one. Because of differences in tradition and environ
ment, it is not an easy task to satisfy myself and appeal to 
readers. It is sometimes difficult to find the appropriate 
words, especially for the seasons. While some feel that it is
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important to emphasize differences, lam keener to find 
common elements than to point out dissimilarities.

Last, but not least, I would like to thank Ms. Emiko Miyashita 
and Dr. Lee Gurga, who know Japan and haiku intimately, for 
their excellent translations. I enjoyed reading their beautiful 
interpretations of my haiku. There is no doubt their English 
versions are very close to my originals.

I would also like to thank Mr. William J. Higginson, whose 
friendship has been a joy to me and whose excellent books on 
haiku have provided much inspiration to haiku poets 
throughout the world. I owe him a debt of gratitude for 
honoring me by writing the introduction to this book. I hope 
that you enjoy reading these haiku as much as I enjoyed 
writing them!

Akito Arima 
Shimitei studio, Tokyo 

March 16, 2001
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sakuranbo yosefu ni nedaru maria kana

a cherry:
Mary coaxes it 
from Joseph

cherry-summer

tsuyu fukashi issun nokosu shu rousoku

plum rain— 
an inch remains 
of the vermilion candle

plum rain-summer

Note: Plum rain is a rainy season in Japan, starting from early June into the 
middle of July. Japanese plum trees hear green fruits in this season.
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kaku ikite kaku wasurerare yukidaruma

thus lived
thus being forgotten 
the snowman

snowman-winter

m V) <o tit T-

yomizome no kyoshiron shikiron tsumiagete

first reading—
essays on Kyoshi, essays on Shiki 
pile up

the first reading of the year-New Year

Note: Japanese people traditionally select some personally meaningful material 
to read on January 2nd; reading it is called "the first reading" [of the year J.
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tenro ya ainshutain no seiki hatsu

the Dog Star: 
Einstein's century 
comes to an end

the Dog Star-winter
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"Hakuya no Tabi" 
HAIKU MAGAZINE 

September, 1998

"Journey in the Midnight Sun"
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harugasumu umi yori iesu ni nitaru hito

spring haze— 
from the lake a man 
resembling Jesus

Italy
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nagaki hi no shigaidensha ni hitori noru

lingering daylight—
I step onto a streetcar 
all alone

Milan, Italy
lingering daylight-spring
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rensho ya sora wo oite yutsubame

bells tolling— 
evening swallows 
cover the sky

Italy
swallow-spring

ajisai ya kottoten ni gin no saji

hydrangeas— 
in the antique shop 
the silver of spoons

Italy
hydrangeas-summer
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kyokai wo dete kumo no su wo atama yori

leaving a church ... 
a spider web brushes 
the crown of my head

Italy
spider web-summer
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keshibatake nite furansugo itariago

field of poppies— 
hearing French words 
hearing Italian words

in Italy near the French border 
poppy-summer
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natsugasumi shima ni kyukon sodachi wori

summer mist— 
flower bulbs are growing 
on an island

U.K.
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shiruku hatto yori massao na sora to yuri

from the silk top hat 
the deep blue sky 
and a lily

U.K.
lily-summer
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RISSHI
(Ambition)

1998
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hakucho ga kaetteiru to itodennwa

"swans are departing" 
so says
the thread telephone

swans depart-spring

Note: Two paper tubes are sealed with thin paper at one end and connected 
with a string or thread a meter or two long. When a person on one end speaks 
into the tube, the vibration is carried by the thread to the other end. The person 
at the other end, holding the thread phone to his ear, can listen to the message. 
Children often played with thread phones before cell phones were invented.
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tsuki yori mo haru no kodama wa haruka yori

beyond the moon ... 
spring's echo returns 
from afar

-T-

ratengo no mitsuru koshoten haruboshi

works in Latin
fill the rare book store—
a spring cap

Italy
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chocho wo tamashii to yobu girishajin

a single word
for both "butterfly" and "soul": 
the Greeks

butterfly-spring
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neko no ko no do yobarete mo kotae keri

a kitten:
however it is called 
it answers back

kitten-spring
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waga risshi osoki ni sugishi koromogae

rather too late
to set my life's ambition—
changing to summer whites

Note: The Imperial court has traditionally changed to summer clothes on 
Uzuki T' (the V' day of the fourth month in lunar calendar). The furnishings 
were also changed at this time. Today, school uniforms are shifted from navy 
blue to white on June lsl.
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wata no hana mishishippi ni akaki tsuki

cotton flowers— 
over the Mississippi 
a red moon

U.S.A.
cotton flowers-summer
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umi wataru shijin no aoki natsuboshi

crossing the sea: 
the poet's 
blue summer hat

Note: This haiku refers to Mutsuo Takahashi, a renowned Japanese poet who 
writes both traditional haiku, tanka, and modem free verse poems. He was 
given the Purple Ribbon Medal from the Emperor in 2000.

mori banka makka na bateikei jishaku

late summer forest—
bright red of
the horseshoe magnet
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shingakusha suika no tane wo hakiaite

theologians:
spitting watermelon seeds 
in unison

Israel
watermelon-autumn

ritto ya kuroki boshi wo tsumiagete

first day of winter: 
black hats 
being piled up

Paris
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ayatori no efferuto mo fuyu ni iru

the cat's cradle 
the Eiffel Tower too 
into winter

Paris
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ochiba tada genbaku domu kakenukete

fallen leaves
just rushing through
the A-bomb Dome

Hiroshima
fallen leaves-winter

Note: The first atomic bomb ever dropped in hitman history exploded in the 
spot, 150 m southeast, and 580 m above the ground level of this building, on 
August &h, 1945. The building is preserved to commemorate the catastrophe of 
the bomb and has become a symbol of peace. It was registered as a World 
Heritage site by UNESCO in 1996.
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toshi oshimu shi e san pun no sunadokei

the lingering year ... 
death's three minutes 
in the sandglass

the lingering year-winter
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mosukuwa no mimei no yuki no fukawadachi

on Moscow's 
dawn's snow 
deep ruts

Moscoiu
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doto no gotoku kuzureru hon ya kan kibishi

like a billowing wave 
the books collapse— 
bitter cold

bitter cold-winter
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katchu no mugon no retsu ni fukaki fuyu

into the ranks 
of the suits of armor 
deep winter

The Tower of London
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garasuki ni garasu no hana ya haru wo matsu

in a cut-glass goblet 
flowers made of glass— 
waiting for spring

waiting for spring-winter
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nagasaki mo maruyama ni ite mamegohan

visiting Nagasaki 
especially in Maruyama: 
green pea rice

green pea rice-spring

Note: Maruyama is an entertainment district in Nagasaki. Green pea rice is a 
flavored rice dish favored in spring.
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kujira nimo ashi ga ariki to aogaeru

whales also 
used to have legs 
claims a little green frog

frog-spring
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tori fui ni jingo wo hassu koromogae

unexpectedly the bird 
gets a human void 
changing to summer whites
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kuro biru hakuya no hikari sukashi nomu

drinking black beer— 
the light of the midnight sun 
shines through

Moscow
beer-summer
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kanpo no hyaku no hikidashi jusanya

a hundred drawers 
of Chinese medicinal herbs 
the thirteenth day moon

the thirteenth day moon-autumn

Note: The thirteenth day moon is the moon on Nagatsuki 13th (the 13"' day of 
the ninth month in lunar calendar), two days before the full moon.
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yamagami wo osoretsutsu haru oshoji

in awe of the mountain spirit, 
they paste new paper 
on the temple shoji

pasting new paper on shoji-autumn

Note: Shoji is a sliding screen made of a wood frame covered with white paper. 
To prepare for winter, shoji screens are washed and the paper is replaced.
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fuyu chikashi nagaki tegami no roshia yori

approaching winter ... 
a long letter arrives 
from deep in Russia

approaching winter-autumn
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fuyubae no sumiiru maho no ranpu kau

a winter fly
living in the magic lamp ... 
I buy it

India

tomin no hebi wo okoshite hebitsukai

arousing the snake 
from its winter sleep— 
the snake charmer

India
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onshitsu no tomoru ushiro no yomi no kuni

light from the greenhouse ... 
the Land of the Dead 
opens beyond

greenhouse-winter

Note: " Yomi no kuni" is the land of the dead.
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senbon no tsurara no naka ni mezame keri

surrounded by 
a thousand icicles 
I wake up

Finland

ne no kuni no kono hobo no tsuragamae

from the Land of the Dead: 
this gurnard fish's 
sinister look

gurnard fish-winter

Note: "Ne no kuni" is the Land of the Dead believed to be located deep in the 
sea or underground.
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aoao to tsuru wo oriiru yukionna

a crane pattern 
emerges in blui 
Snow Lady weaving

Snow Lady-winter

Note: Snow Lady is a snow fairy in the shape of a young woman in a white 
kimono. She appears on heavily snowing nights.
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kyokuhoku no machi de mashiroki nikki kau

arctic city— 
the diary I buy 
pure white

Stockholm
to buy a diary-winter
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hikarido yori hitosuji no yukigemizu

a single thread 
from the Hall of Light: 
snowmelt water

snowmelt water-spring

Note: The Hall of Light (Konjikidd, Hikarido) zuas built in 1124. The building 
walls are lined with gold foil and the pillars are decorated with mother of pearl. 
This haiku relates to Bashos famous poem written here in 1689 (see the 
introduction).

haru samuki koshotengai ya marukusuki

spring cool
in the secondhand booksellers' quarter: 
memorial day for Karl Marx
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jingisukan hashirishi hi yori tsuchikureri

from the day
Genghis Khan galloped off: 
yellow sand still flying

Lanchou, China
yellow sand flying-spring

Note: Yellow sand from the desert region in Mongolia and northern China is 
blown across the Sea of Japan in spring. Seen through the yellow haze, the sun 
becomes dim, and the yellozu dust accumulates on rooftops and on the ground. 
Genghis Khan (1167-1227) was the founder of the Mongol Empire.

kin no kutsu hitotsu ochiishi shanikusai

one golden shoe 
remains behind— 
Carnival in Rio

Brazil
carnival-spring
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pengin no ichiwa okureshi haru no tsuki

one penguin
falls behind the flock—
spring moon

Australia

fukkatsusai shinpu no koshi ni kagi amata

Easter:
at the priest's waist 
so many keys

Italy
Easter-spring
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roma yori ehagaki aoki fukkatsusai

from Rome
a picture postcard in blue 
Easter

oazami shikai e kudaru hosoki michi

a huge thistle— 
narrow path down 
to the Dead Sea

Israel
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tsuyu fukashi hon no hyoshi no kusakizome

deep in plum rain— 
the cover of the book 
tinted with herbs

asa suzushi kokkyo wataru ubaguruma

cool morning— 
a baby carriage 
crossing the border

Brazil
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hi wo haite miseru otoko ya paisai

a street performer 
puffing fire: 
Bastille Day

Paris
Bastille Day-summer
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banshu ya itaria aoki gete no chizu

late autumn— 
Italy colored blue 
in Goethe's map

Germany

choan no ito yori hosoki fuyu no tsuki

Ch'ang-an: 
thinner than a thread 
the winter moon

China

Note: Ch'ang-an was a capital of ancient China.
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tsujigakushi boshi ni tameru zeni to ochiba

street musician 
gathers in his hat 
coins and falling leaves

Germany
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fuyu owaru huto no naka sorairo ni

winter's end—
the envelope's interior
is sky blue
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jikkai wo eshi chi no ido no yukigemizu

the land
of the Ten Commandments— 
snowmelt in its wells

Mf. Sinai

mure hanare oyogu goshoku no kato hitotsu

leaving the school 
like an inky misprint: 
a lone tadpole

tadpole-spring
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nobiru kamu kyuyaku ashiki yogen michi

chewing pungent wild leek— 
the Old Testament filled 
with prophesies of doom

wild leek-spring

tcc i

sugu nijimu haruna no midori suribachi ni

the grinding bowl 
is soon colored green— 
spring leafy vegetables

Bangkok, Thailand
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haribako ya nichirin himeshi hana no tane

a sewing box— 
a flower seed holding 
the sun inside

flower seed-spring

hoseki ni magire itsu yori hana no tane

blended with jewels 
for how long?
... a flower seed
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kurenai no kushi futokoro ni awahenro

a crimson comb
into her kimono pocket—
pilgrim in Awa

pilgrim-spring

Note: Awa is the old name ofTokushuma prefecture on Shikoku Island where 
the eighty-eight holy Buddhist sites are located. Pilgrims travel on foot, 
wearing short while kimono and monpe pants, when they visit the sites in the 
numbered order.

hanabie ya kako utsusu made kagami fuku

cherry blossom chill— 
I rub the mirror until 
it reflects the past

cherry blossom chill-spring
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haru no yo no kagami no ura e ne ni modoru

spring night—
to the other side of the mirror 
I return to sleep

Munich, Germany

ichimen no sekkei moji ya hana no tane

a whole surface 
of cuneiform letters: 
scattered flower seeds
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churippu chiru ippen wa gohho no mimi

tulip petals dropping ... 
one of them the ear 
of Vincent Van Gogh

tulip-spring
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umi no megami seitan no hi no haru shuto

the Goddess Aphrodite 
on the day of her birth 
spring gloves
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shoka no yo wo kaitei to shite barerina

a ballerina dances— 
the early summer's eve 
becomes an ocean floor

New York
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nasu no nae itten no kon ubai tatsu

one eggplant seedling 
steals all the indigo 
from the sky

eggplant seedling-summer
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katatsumuri kawaku kodai no haka no ue

a snail astray 
dries out on top of 
an ancient tomb

Rome
snail-summer

Note: Akito has a keen interest in archeology. He wrote this at an Archeological 
Museum in Rome.
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ajisai wo kau yugure no kawa no iro

buying hydrangeas— 
the river the color 
of dusk

Paris

Note: He was staying in Paris in 1970. He took a walk along the Seine, and 
bought hydrangeas from a florist; the flower and the river shared the same color 
in the dusk.

kiniro no koran no moji biwa ururu

golden letters 
of the Qu'ran— 
loquats ripening

Rhodes Island, Greece 
loquats ripening-summer
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nanpu ya tobira yorimo omoku zo no mimi

wind from the south— 
heavier than a door 
the elephant's ear

wind from the south-summer
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yuhi yori koki oto wo saobakari

on a beam balance: 
cherries deeper red 
than the setting sun

cherry-summer

Note: Beam balances were commonly used in market places where products 
were sold by weight. A beam balance consists of a bar with hooks or dishes at 
either end, one for the product being weighed and the other for the weight.
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tobu hotaru mariya no kao wo terashi keri

a hovering firefly 
illuminates the face 
of the Virgin Mary

Italy
firefly-summer

shogai no teoshiguruma ya uri wo uru

pushing his cart 
and his life itself— 
the melon seller

melon-summer
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asa suzushi hataoto no haya kikoe izu

cool morning— 
already the sound of looms 
fills the air

Note: When Akito was six or seven years old, his parents took him to Kyoshi 
Takahama's knkai (haiku meeting) held in Choshi. Akito took a nap in front of 
the grand haiku master. Akito began writing haiku when he was in junior high 
sclwol to show them to his bed-ridden father. His father died when Akito was in 
the third grade, but he continued writing haiku with his mother, Kazuko. Later, 
Kazuko became the leader ofDojin (Comrade) haiku group in 1987. Akito's 
haiku appeared in Hototogisu (Cuckoo) for the first time when he was in the 
fourth grade. This haiku appeared in Wakaba (Young Leaf) when he was 
practicing haiku under Ffisei Tomiyasu (1885-1979) in Hamamatsu in 1946.
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hito kitaru gotoku tori kuru hakuya kana

like a human visitor 
a bird flies in— 
the midnight sun

Finland
midnight sun-summer

kuro ari no misshu girishago no seisho

a mass of black ants 
the Bible printed 
in Greek

ant-summer
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mado hiraki niji to bansho ire ni keri

I opened the window 
to let in the rainbow 
and the evening bells

Paris
ra inbow-su mmer
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shinryo no bokoku ni tokei awase keri

early chill—
I reset the wristwatch 
to my country's time
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benechia no furuki garasu wo kau tsukiyo

I buy an antique 
Venetian goblet— 
a moonlit night

Venice, Italy 
moonlit night-autumn
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sawayaka ni dokeshi no inu kashikomaru

in the bracing air
the clown's dog sits attentively
by his master

Quebec, Canada 
bracing air-autumn
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konomi utsu yane wo korisu to wakachi sumu

acorns tap 
the roof I share 
with little squirrels

acom-autumn

Note: Akito served as a Professor at State University ofNeiv York at Stony 
Brook from 1971 to 1973. Again in 1977, he lectured there for one semester.
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shake wo sogu waga sai kiriuru niwa usushi

slicing salmon— 
my talent too puny 
to cut and sell

salmon-autumn

Note: Akito went to Oslo to see the university tliat was offering him a position 
there. However, he decided to go instead to the State University of New York 
whose offer had come a little earlier.
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momiji taku kinkakuji moeotsuru kana

bonfire of maple leaves— 
the Golden Pavilion 
collapses in flame

bonfire-winter

Note: The Golden Pavilion (Kinkakuji) ivas built by the Shogun Yoshimitsu 
Ashikaga in Kyoto in 1397. It was destroyed by a fire set by an arsonist in 
1959, and was rebuild later.

yaya kashigu iesu no kan mo koyosu

slightly askew 
on Jesus' crown also: 
crimson leaves

Rouen, France 
crimson leaves-autumn
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machi areba takaki to ari tori wataru

where there are cities 
there are steeples— 
migrating birds

Ruen, France 
migrating birds-autumn
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icho chiru bankan no sho no peji yori

ginkgo leaves falling 
from the pages of 
ten thousand books

ginkgo leaves falling-autumn
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tsurube otoshi no hi ga kubitsuri no nawa no naka

the sun
dropping like a well bucket 
centered in the noose

U.S.A.
dropping sun-autumn
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mezamuru ya fukaki chusei no kiri no naka

waking up—
deep in the Middle Ages'
impenetrable fog

s
-

i Sicily
fog-autumn

I
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aki fukashi boseki mo machi mo onaji iro

deep autumn— 
tombstones and the city 
share the same color

Jerusalem
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fuyu wo matsu ware mo kemono mo mimi nimai

waiting for winter— 
the beast and I also 
with two ears

Stony Brook, NY
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fuyu ni iru atarashiki mono hitsugi nomi

winter begins ... 
nothing is new 
but the coffin
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i ushinaishi mono wo sagashi ni fuyu boshi

looking for 
something lost— 
wearing a winter cap

Mexico
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tsuki sayuru ishi ni musu no dorei no na

crisp moonlight— 
countless names of slaves 
engraved in stone

Greece
crisp moonlight-winter
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fuyu fukaku haka horu mono wa teishosu

deep winter— 
the gravedigger sings 
in a low voice
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hakanaku mo ware ari kaki wo su ni hitasu

though fragile I exist... 
dipping an oyster 
in vinegar

New York 
oyster-winter
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rakugoka no shi ga katasumi no fuyu no rai

in a corner obituary 
the storyteller's name— 
winter thunder

Note: Rakugoka is a professional story teller who tells rakugo (funny 
stories with a punch line at the end; usually depicting lives of the 
commoners living in cities like Edo (Tokyo)). The occupation dates back 
to Edo period in 17th century. It has been a popular entertainment for 
the ordinary people in Edo and Osaka.
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bansho no kazabana to nari kie ni keri

the evening bell... 
dancing snowflakes form 
... and disappear

snowflakes-winter
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taki no ue taka ga sadameru kunizakai

Niagara Falls— 
a hawk overhead 
marks the border

hawk-winter

yuki no naka jujika fukaku uchi komeru

hammering a cross 
into the snow 
deeper ... deeper ...

Canada
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yuzuburo ni seikon no naki mune hitasu

yuzu bath—
the chest I immerse
lacks stigmata

yuzu bath-winter

Note: Yuzu, a citrus fruit, is chopped and placed in a cotton bag to add an 
herbal effect to the bath water on the day of the winter solstice.
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shu mo daiku fuyuhi nukumeshi nomi wo kau

Our Lord too a carpenter 
I buy a chisel warm 
with winter sun
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chu wo tobu nagagutsu wo kau kurisumasu

I buy a pair
of boots that fly in the air: 
Christmas

Shinjukii, Tokyo 
Christmas-winter

yuku toshi no hoshi hodo kippu no hasami kuzu

the departing year
paper punched from train tickets
as numerous as stars
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soseiki hanamoji motte yomihajimu

the Book of Genesis
with the illuminated "I" begins
first reading of the year
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tsuru tateri ten no kizu woba tsukurou to

a crane takes wing 
to mend a flaw 
in the sky

crane-winter
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yugure no hakari ni omoki kanbirame

at twilight 
heavy on the scale 
a midwinter flounder

Stony Brook, NY
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koru taki sono ue wo seku mizu no ari

frozen waterfall: 
more water rushes 
over the top
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okagami waga soshin to hakucho to

huge mirror 
reflects my whole self 
reflects the swan

swan-winter
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ko wo dakeba kaihyoki no umi hikari dasu

holding my child— 
the thawing lake 
begins to sparkle

Chicago
thawing-spring

Note: From the window of their apartment house, Akito could see Lake 
Michigan sparkling.

soshun no makigai kara wa sakyu no mimi

early spring— 
a turban shell as 
the dune's ear
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niwaka ni haru niwaka ni sara no oto michiru

suddenly spring 
suddenly the clatter of dishes 
fills the air

:

Note: When Akito became a lecturer for the Department of Physics at 
University of Tokyo, he began eating his lunch with the students in the 
students' cafeteria. The piling and washing of dishes filled the cafeteria with the 
noisy sound. He retired as President of the University in March, 1993.
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entei hige wo sori kotogotoku haru ni naru

the gardener shaves— 
spring completely 
sets in
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kato wo oi mamahaha damono to shonen iu

chasing tadpoles ... 
"she's only a stepmother" 
mutters the boy

kusamochi wo yaku tenpyo no iro ni yaku

mugwort cakes 
toasted to the color 
of Tempyd

mugwort cakes-spring

Note: Tempyd (729-766) was the height o/Nara Period (710-794); thus 
'Tempyd' refers to its cultural prosperity in Nara, brought by the influence of 
Tang dynasty (680-906). It can be characterized by its Chinese (Tang) taste, 
Buddhism, and aristocratic culture.
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ko ga kutsu wo otosu churippu no yo ni

the child 
drops a shoe 
like a tulip

Note: He used to take a walk with his daughter, Akiko, on his back. One day, 
her red shoe came off; Akito thought it was like a tulip-petal falling.

miruku kobore ichimen fukkatsusai no yo

milk spilled
over the whole surface:
Easter night
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gaito ga tomoru churippu no maue

street lamp:
at its foot the tulips
begin to glow

nashi no hana yo ga furu kuroi hata no yu ni

pear blossoms 
night falls like 
a black flag

pear blossoms-spring
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cho nimai motsure michibiku piramiddo

two butterflies
their tangled flight leads
to the pyramid

Mexico
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doko magaro shikaku shimen na haru no machi

where shall I turn?
every crossing at right angles
a city in spring

Chicago

Note: Unlike Japanese cities, Chicago is designed like a chessboard. Each mile 
is eight blocks long. Akito often missed the turns when he drove.
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nashi no hana yubinkyoku de hi ga kureru

pear blossoms— 
in the post office 
a day closes

pear blossoms-spring
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shoka ni hiraku yubin kitte hodo no mado

early summer
windows like postage stamps 
open up
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hatsuzemi ni ko ga nokezoreba nimai no ha

first cicada—
as my child tosses his head back 
his first two teeth

first cicada-summer
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haha no hi ga haha no higasa no naka ni aru

within the shade 
of mother's parasol: 
Mother's Day

Mother's Day-summer, parasol-summer

XHR&3SFJ:

natsufuku wo kiyo toranpu no jakku tachi

summer clothes: 
better put them on 
playing-card Jacks!

Note: Akito saw the kings & queens and jacks in the deck of cards in their full 
dress—they looked so hot!
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noten mo kabi rihatsushi ni makasekiru

my head fuzzy with mold 
I leave it to the barber 
to revive me

mold-summer

Note: During the plum ram season, mold thrives in Japan. Akito felt that his 
brain was also taken by the mold. He went to the barber and refreshed his head, 
both inside and out.

niji futae futae no mabuta tsuma mo motsu

double rainbow— 
double eyelids too 
on my wife

Note: Akito became a research associate at the Institute for Nuclear Studies in 
the University of Tokyo in 1956. He married Hiroko Aota in March of the 
following year. Akito and Hiroko were both members ofNatsukusa (Summer 
Grass) haiku group lead by Dr. Seison Yamaguchi. Hiroko won the Shinjin 
(Rookie) Prize of the group.
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genshitsu wo dete hito no yo no higasa sasu

returning to this world 
from an ancient burial chamber 
she opens her parasol

yuri hiraku ezara no naka ni aru ikoku

a lily opens ... 
a foreign country 
painted on a plate
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unga yodomu komori onore no kage wo osore

stagnant canal— 
a bat in fear of 
its own shadow

bat-summer

suichuka dareka shinu kamo shirenu yo mo

aquatic paper flowers: 
vivid as ever even on the night 
of someone's death

aquatic paper flowers-summer

Note: "SuicMka" is written like water-inside-flower. It is made of colorful thin 
paper and is dipped in a glass of water to be appreciated in summer. Akito used 
to bring one when he traveled abroad to keep him company in his hotel room.
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ari hashiru seisho ga otosu kage no naka

an ant is running 
within the shadow 
cast by a Bible

Note: Akito became interested in the Old Testament in 1956. He learned about 
the envious God, Jehovah, and the people's fear of him. When he looked down, 
an ant was running peacefully in the slmdow of the fearful Old Testament.

tokage hashiri sari tokei no hari to naru

the lizard flees 
... and so becomes 
the hand of a clock

lizard-summer
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enten no hyoshi no ura no piramiddo

scorching sun— 
inside the book's cover 
a Pyramid

scorching sun-summer
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yoru mo nao kurage to gunka tadayoeri

at night also
a jellyfish and an army boot 
still drifting

jellyfish-summer
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tori no me de nomu enten no mizunomiba

with a bird's eye 
drinking in the scorching sun 
at the water fountain

natsu no kumo mune ni bokoku wo saru gansho

wall of thunderheads 
an application to leave my homeland 
in my breast pocket

Chicago
thunderheads-summer

Note: Akito was offered a position as a research associate at Argonne National 
Laboratory in the suburbs of Chicago in 1959. His salary was $800 at that time 
when the exchange rate was 360 yen to the dollar. His salary amounted to 25 
times what he was earning in japan. On August 27th, the family left Yokohama 
Port in a ship named Hikawamaru to cross the Pacific.
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ko no kami wo arau haruka ni umi ga naru

I wash my child's 
hair ... in the distance 
the sea calls

to wash one's hair-summer

Note: Akito researched at Brookhaven National Laboratory in Long Island, NY, 
during the summer of 1968. He often shampooed Akiko's hair.
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kumo no ito ten yori tareru dari no hige

a spider's thread 
dangles from the sky: 
Dali's mustache

spider's thread-summer
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tsuma tsuguru taiji wa hakuto hodo no omosa

my wife announces 
the weight of the fetus: 
a white peach's worth

white peach-autumn

Note: Akito and Hiroko's daughter Akiko was horn in 1963.

chinmoku wa kin nari kinmokusei no kin

silence is golden 
the golden olive's 
gold

fragrant olive-autumn

Note: Akito was garrulous from his university days through his 40's. He 
subsequently kept "Silence is golden" in his mind to admonish himself. During 
those years, he read works ofT. S. Eliot and Ezra Pound in English.
He was also an admirer of Arthur Rimbaud.
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aki no hi ga owaru hikidashi wo shimeru yo ni

an autumn day 
like a sliding drawer 
it is closed

toro no inoreru wo mite chichi to naru

catching sight of 
a praying mantis poised 
I become a father

praying mantis-autumn

Note: Their first son, Yoshihito, was born on October 16"', 1958.
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kotori kuru asa ga sakasa ni saji no naka

little birds come— 
morning upside down 
inside the spoon

little birds come-autumn
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gairoju rakuyo ikoku no atsui shinbun kau

fallen leaves in the tree-lined streets 
I buy the foreign country's 
thick newspaper

Chicago
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kagiana wo kaimu hisoka ni nagare komu

through the keyhole 
the sea fog quietly 
flows in

Berkeley, California 
fog-autumn
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aki fukashi mune no botan wa kurumi no mi

deep autumn
the buttons on my chest
are walnuts

walnut-autumn
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yagate kuru mono ni banshu no isu hitotsu

late autumn— 
a single chair waiting 
for someone yet to come

fuyu no cho noboru mahiru no nisshoku e

butterfly in winter 
ascends to the midday sun 
in eclipse
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ko no mimi no hie ikokugo ni somei ni

the cold ears of my child 
knowledgeable in 
the foreign tongue

Chicago
cold-winter

sakyu hirogaru onna no kuroki tebukuro yori

seaside dunes
stretch from the woman's
black winter gloves
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tebukuro wo otoshi jibun no kioku made mo

missing gloves ... 
together with them 
my memories

gloves-winter
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hakucho no shiro mo kareyuku mono no naka

white swan
its white also among
the withering plants

Chicago
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ihojin doshi ga wakatsu kiisu no hie

foreigners together 
share a wooden bench's 
chill

chill-winter
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yagate wa itaru bannen toku kaji hitotsu

in due time
reaching the last years— 
a distant fire

fire-win ter

Note: The traditional Japanese houses made of wood and paper caught fire 
easily in windy winter weather.
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yushi igo kubi ore sekiba hie tsukusu

since the beginning of history 
the stone horse's neck broken: 
bone-chilling cold

Note: Akito visited his ancestor's grave in Kurume; the tombstone had a record 
of fifteen generations of the family. After that he went to the Ruins ofYame.
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vinasu tari katsu ikkai no fuyu no ishi

a statue of Venus: 
at the same time merely 
a mass of winter stone
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danbo no nukumori wo mochi kagi hito fusa

the hearth's warmth 
still inside: 
a bunch of keys

Chicago 
hearth-winter

bohigun no hikusa tachimachi yuki ou

cluster of tombstones 
their flatness—suddenly 
covered with snow

Chicago
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hana nagaku iesu egakare samui kabe

with a long nose 
a painting of Jesus— 
the cold wall

haru wo machi ryuboku ni uo kizamikomu

waiting for spring 
he carves a fish 
into driftwood

waiting for spring-winter
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hisoka naru kame no shi wo mochi fuyu owaru

with the quiet death 
of his turtle 
winter ends

Note: Akito's son was keeping a tortoise; one day it was found dead. The long 
winter of 1967 was about to end.
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About the Translators

Emiko Miyashita was bom in Fukushima (Happy Island) city in 
Japan on September 6,1954. The city is surrounded by the 
mountains that change their expressions delicately, according to 
seasons and the time of the day. She now owns a studio on this 
mountainside. It was her father's oil painting studio where he 
planted many young trees in its garden with Emiko. Currently 
she lives with her family in Kawasaki city. She also lived in 
Urbana, Illinois, U.S.A. (1959-61) and in Accra, Ghana (1969-71) 
where she was exposed to English language and its culture. She 
graduated from Doshisha University in Kyoto in 1978. Emiko 
joined Ten'i (Providence) haiku group led by Dr. Akito Arima in 
1993 and became its dojin (leading member) in 1999. Lee Curga 
and she have been working together as a translating team since 
1997. They have published Love Haiku: Mata jo Suzuki't Lifetime of 
Love iii 2000 from Brooks Books. She is writing a series featuring 
English haiku in HAIKUKAl (Haiku World) magazine, published 
monthly in Japan. She is a member of International Haiku 
Association (Japan) and Haiku Society of America.

Lee Gurga was born and raised in Chicago, Illinois. He is a 
past president of the Haiku Society of America and is cur
rently associate editor of the journal Modern Haiku and the 
haiku selector for the Illinois Times newspaper. His haiku have 
won the top prize in haiku contests in the United States, 
Canada, and Japan. His books In and Out of Fog and Fresh 
Scent were both awarded the first prize in the Haiku Society 
of America Merit Book Awards. He was awarded an Illinois 
Arts Council Poetry Fellowship in 1998 for his work in haiku. 
He lives with his family in rural Lincoln, Illinois and Key 
West, Florida.
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